Prevalence and distribution of autoimmune diseases in 368 rheumatoid arthritis families.
To investigate whether frequency of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and/or other autoimmune (AI) disorders was increased in RA French Caucasian families among the first- (FDR) and second-degree relatives (SDR), and to test whether the presence of AI disease family history identified a specific RA subset. We conducted telephone interviews to obtain histories of AI diseases among the FDR and SDR of 368 RA probands, belonging either to trio or affected sib-pair (ASP) families. All the AI diagnoses were confirmed by the physician of the affected relative. Probands of the ASP families were characterized by older age at RA onset, longer disease duration, and larger family size versus trio families. In the trio families, the prevalence of AI diseases was 6.05% (4.76%-7.57%) in FDR and 2.40% (1.85%-3.06%) in SDR. In ASP families, the prevalence of AI diseases was, respectively, 10.24% (8.68%-11.97%) and 1.79% (1.41%-2.25%). The most frequent AI diseases among relatives were RA, thyroid AI diseases, and vitiligo. In trio families, a proband with a mean age of RA onset < 30 years was associated with AI disease prevalence in the relatives, and male gender was associated with prevalence of RA among the FDR. The prevalence of AI diseases is increased, particularly among FDR, in French RA families, and some characteristics of the RA proband seem to be associated with prevalence of AI diseases in families.